Abstract: Data hiding is an important way of realising copyright protection for multimedia. In this study, a new predictive method is proposed to enhance the histogram-based reversible data hiding approach on grey images. In those developed histogram-based reversible data hiding approaches, their drawbacks are the number of predictive values less to the number of pixels in an image. In these interleaving prediction methods, the predictive values are as many as the pixel values. All predictive error values are transformed into histogram to create higher peak values and to improve the embedding capacity. Moreover, for each pixel, its difference value between the original image and the stego-image remains within +1. This guarantees that the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the stego-image is above 48 dB. Experimental results show that the histogrambased reversible data hiding approach can raise a larger capacity and still remain a good image quality, compared to other histogram-based approaches.
Introduction
With the rapid development of network technologies and the coming of the digital era, the Internet has become an indispensable part of the life for many people. Multimedia can be sent quickly by the Internet. However, it causes the problems of the information securities and multimedia copyright protections. Therefore network securities and multimedia copyright protections have become important topics. Information hiding is an important technology for these topics [1] . Many approaches to information hiding have been proposed for different attributes, such as capacity, imperceptibility, undetectability, robustness and reversibility. Recently, reversible data hiding has attracted a lot of attention. This technology can not only embed secret messages into images, but also can return the original images after secret messages are extracted. It can be applied to the sensitive images, such as military images and medical images, which do not allow any damage. Many reversible data hiding approaches have been proposed [2 -20] . According to where the data are embedded, these approaches can be classified into three categories: the spatial domain [2 -14] , the frequency domains [15 -17] and other compression types, such as vector quantisation [18 -20] . In those developed reversible data hiding methods, two main technologies have been widely applied: the difference-expansion-based technology [8 -15] and the histogram-based technology [2 -7] . In 2006, Ni et al. [2] presented a reversible data hiding method based on the histogram. Their method guarantees that the change of each pixel in the stego-image remains within +1. Therefore the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value of the stego-image is at least 48 dB. But their method used the pixel values in the original image to create the histogram. The peak values of the histogram are not high enough. Some methods used the concept of prediction to increase the peak height [3 -6] .
In this paper, we propose a new reversible information hiding method based on the histogram for greyscale images. Two interleaving predictive stages are used in our method. Most pixels are predicted by their two neighbouring pixels and four neighbouring pixels in our column-based approach and chessboard-based approach, respectively. The difference value of each pixel between the original image and the stego-image remains within +1. Ni et al. [2] proposed a reversible data hiding method in 2006. Their method uses the histogram of an original image to embed secret messages. In the histogram, they found multiple pairs of peak and zero points, where a peak point corresponds to the pixel value with a maximum number of pixels in the cover image assume and a zero point corresponds to the pixel value with no pixel in the cover image assumes. To use a pair of peak and zero points to embed the secret messages, their algorithm is given in Fig. 1. 
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Lin et al.'s method
In 2008, Lin et al. [5] applied the histogram approach at a difference image to achieve the reversible data hiding. Their method used the peak point of a histogram created from a difference image to create the free space for hiding messages. For an image H with P × Q pixels, a difference image with size P × (Q 2 1) is generated. In order to avoid serious distortions, the original image was divided into 4 × 4 non-overlapping blocks in their experiments. Each block generates a difference image with size 4 × 3. Let H i, j be a pixel value in image H at location (i, j) and D i, j be a difference value in difference image D at location (i, j). Their algorithm is given in Fig. 2 
Our proposed methods
In this Section, we propose a histogram-based reversible data hiding method using interleaving predictions. In our scheme, the embedding capacity can be largely increased by raising the heights of peak points in our histogram. Moreover, after embedded, each pixel changes itself at most +1. Fig. 3 reveals the main concept of our interleaving predictions, where pixels in odd columns will be predicted by pixels in even columns, then pixels in even columns are predicted by pixels in odd columns, or vice versa. The flowchart of our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 4 . In the embedding process, predictive error values of odd columns are used to generate a histogram to embed secret data. Then predictive error values of even columns are used. In the extracting and reversing process, predictive error values of even columns are processed first. Then predictive error values of odd columns are processed. The detail of the embedding algorithm and the extracting and reversing algorithm are shown in the following subsections.
Embedding algorithm
In the following embedding algorithm, pixels in odd columns are predicted and processed in Steps 2 -8. Then, pixels in even columns are predicted and processed in Steps 9 -10. Suppose that the original image is a 512 × 512 grey image. H i, j and H ′ i, j are the pixel values at location (i, j) before and after processed, respectively. D i, j is the predictive error value at location (i, j) and D ′ i, j is the embedded predictive error value at location (i, j). The embedding algorithm is given in Fig. 5 As shown in Fig. 6 
The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Also the histogram created from all predictive error values in the odd columns is shown in Fig. 7 .
According to the histogram, we find two pairs of peak and zero points: (P odd1 , Z odd1 ) ¼ (0, 2) and (P odd2 , Z odd2 ) ¼ (21, 23). After shifting operations, the results and the histogram are shown in Fig. 8 . Then, predictive error values equivalent to P odd1 or P odd2 are used to embed secret messages. Assume the secret message is I ¼ 01110011001 (2) . After embedding operations, the predictive error values and their histogram are shown in Fig. 9 . The locations with embedded messages are indicated by grey background. Finally, the predictive error values are converted into pixel values. For example, in the first row, H
Finally, the embedded results for odd columns are shown in Fig. 10 . It can be found that the change of each pixel in odd columns remains within +1.
After odd columns are embedded, the similar steps are performed for even columns. First, the pixels of even columns are predicted by pixels in odd columns. For example, in the first row,
The results and the histogram of the predictive error values in even columns are shown in Fig. 11 . According to this histogram, we find the two pairs of peak and zero points: (P even1 , Z even1 ) ¼ (2, 4) and (P even2 , Z even2 ) ¼ (21, 23). After shifting operations, the results and the histogram are shown in Fig. 12 . We employ predictive error values equivalent to P even1 or P even2 to embed the secret messages. Assume the next For example, in the first row, H
The final stego-image is shown in Figure 4 Flowchart of our proposed scheme www.ietdl.org 
Extracting and reversing algorithm
In the extracting and reversing process, data embedded in even columns are extracted first. Then, data embedded in odd columns are extracted. The extracting and reversing algorithm is given in Fig. 15 . Now, we perform extracting and reversing on the embedded results shown in Fig. 14 . First, the pixels in even columns of the stoge-image are predicted and their predictive error values are created. Let H ′ i,j be an embedded pixel and D ′ i, j be an embedded predictive error value. In the first row, for example, D
Therefore the predicted results are the same as those shown in Fig. 13 . Then, (P even1 , Z even1 ) ¼ (2, 4) and (P even2 , Z even2 ) ¼ (21, 23) are used to extract the embedded secret message II and recover original predictive error values in even columns. The extracting method is: if a predictive error value is equal to -1 or 2, secret message 0 is extracted; if a predictive error value is equal to -2 or 3, secret message 1 is extracted. Thus, the secret message II ¼ 01101 (2) can be extracted. Then, the predictive error values in even columns are reversed and go back to the results shown in Fig. 11 . Also, predictive error values in even columns are converted into pixel values and go back to the results shown in Fig. 10 . At this moment, extracting and recovering for pixels in even columns are finished.
Similarly, pixels in odd columns are predicted to create predictive error values. Let H be an embedded predictive error value in odd columns, and H i, j be a reversed pixel value in the even columns. In the first row, for example, D
The results are equal to those shown in Fig. 9 . Then, (P odd1 , Z odd1 ) ¼ (0, 2) and (P odd2 , Z odd2 ) ¼ (21, 23) are used to extract the embedded secret message I and recover predictive error values in odd columns. The extracting method is: if a predictive error value is equal to 0 or 21, secret message 0 is extracted; if a predictive error value is equal to 1 or 22, secret message 1 is extracted. Therefore the secret message I ¼ 01110011001 (2) is extracted. Now, the results go back to Fig. 7 . After predictive error values in odd columns are converted into pixel values, the results go back to Fig. 6 . Finally, the extracted secret message is secret message I secret message II ¼ 01110011001 (2) 01101 (2) ¼ 0111001100101101 (2) .
Other predictive methods
We propose another predictive method, the chessboard, as shown in Fig. 16 . In the first stage, white pixels are processed and predicted by their neighbouring black pixels. Then, in the second stage, black pixels are processed and predicted by their neighbouring white pixels. The predictive error value is calculated by the difference between a pixel value and the averaged pixel value of its neighbouring pixels. For example, if a pixel H i, j has four neighbouring pixels, its predictive error value D i, j is calculated as follows
4 Experimental results and discussions
In this section, we show the experimental results of our proposed schemes and give some discussions about the overflow, underflow, and overhead. The detailed experimental comparisons between our schemes and other scholar's methods for the one-level data hiding are shown in Section 4.1. The multilevel data hiding and some discussions are shown in Section 4.2.
Experimental results of the one-level data hiding
In this subsection, we display the performance of our proposed scheme for the one-level data hiding, which means that the embedding procedure is executed just one time for the cover images. In our experiments, we used the random numbers as the secret messages. Five of 512 × 512 greyscale images used as cover images are shown in Fig. 17 . Fig. 18 shows the original image and the stego-image of Lena and Fig. 19 shows the histograms created from the original image, the predictive error values in odd columns, and the predictive error values in even columns of Lena. 
where MSE is the mean square error between the original image and the stego-image. For the 512 × 512 grey image, the MSE is defined as
where H i, j and H If the difference value of each pixel between the original image and the stogo-image remains +1, the PSNR value is larger than 10 × log 10 (255 × 255)/1 ¼ 10 × 4.8130 ¼ 48.13 dB. With a computer Intel Core 2 6300 1.86 GHz, 2 GB RAM, and the Microsoft XP operating system, the total embedding time for the Lena image is 0.11 s. Table 1 From the experimental results, we find that the averaged capacity and the averaged PSNR value of the chessboard interleaving prediction are higher than that of the column interleaving prediction. This is for the reason that the chessboard interleaving prediction, which uses four pixels to predict a pixel, owns a more correct prediction. Table 2 shows the detailed comparison of the capacities, the shifting numbers, the pixel-value-changed pixel numbers, and the PSNR values of more test images between the Table 2 , we know that almost all predictive error values of pixels are either peak points or shifted values. In the embedding process, if a pixel's predictive error value is shifted, the pixel is changed by one unit in the stegoimage. If a pixel's predictive error value is a peak point, the probability that the pixel is changed by one unit is 50%, which is got by assuming that bit-0 and bit-1 numbers of the embedded bits are the same. Both the two-peak-point heights and the shifting number can influence the PSNR values. However, a larger shifting number is much easy to cause a lower PSNR value.
Discussions
In our histogram-based reversible data hiding method, pixel values of the test images would increase or decrease by 1 when the embedding procedure is executed. Therefore pixel values would become 21 and 256, which are called the underflow and the overflow problems, respectively (In Lin et al.'s [5] paper, they used 'mod 256', TH 1 and TH 2 to solve these problems. However, in our opinion, it is not a good method for the following reasons: (1) The method will generate obvious spots. (2) Their lower bound of PSNR is no longer 42.69 dB. (3) The TH 2 value can be defined only if all differences between adjacent pixels are less or equal to 125. This seriously limits the characteristics of an image used in their method.). Note that only pixel values equivalent to 0 and 255 may become 21 and 256, respectively. In order to avoid these problems, we use a pre-processing method similar to Tseng and Hsieh's [14] method. Before the embedding procedure is executed each time, pixel values equivalent to 0 or 255 in the test images are changed into 1 or 254 in advance, respectively. Then, for the pixel value 1, a flag bit is used to record that its original pixel value is 0 or 1. Similarly, one flag bit is used for each pixel value 254. That is to say, for each pixel with value 1 or 254, if the pixel is changed from 0 or 255, the flag bit is set to 1; otherwise, the flag bit is set to 0. These flag bits created from the pre-processing method can be inserted into the front of the secret data, and embedded together with the secret data at the same level. In the extracting and reversing process, these flag bits can be extracted and be used to recover the cover image completely. Table 3 shows the numbers of flag bits of performing the multilevel data hiding by the chessboard interleaving prediction and the pre-processing method, where the multilevel data hiding means that the embedding procedure is executed many times for the cover images. From Table 3 , we know that the overhead of these flag bits is low. So, these flag bits are easy to be embedded together with secret data. For ten greyscale image, Table 4 shows the pure load and the PSNR values of the multilevel data hiding by the chessboard interleaving prediction method with the pre-processing method. Table 5 ' s method is a differenceexpansion-based approach, and they used a threshold to control the relationship between the capacity and the PSNR value. As shown in Table 5 , the capacity of their method is 77.65% of ours when the averaged PSNR values are about 30 dB.
The other overhead is to keep four pairs of peak and zero points (P odd1 , Z odd1 ), (P odd2 , Z odd2 ), (P even1 , Z even1 ) and (P even2 , Z even2 ). Let us consider (P odd1 , Z odd1 ) and (P odd2 , Z odd2 ) first. Each of P odd1 , P odd2 , Z odd1 and Z odd2 needs 9 bits to record. However, Z odd1 and Z odd2 can be embedded because the extracting process needs only the information of P odd1 and P odd2 . On the other hand, (P even1 , Z even1 ) and (P even2 , Z even2 ) can be recorded in the similar way. Besides, P odd1 and P odd2 can be embedded when the even-column stage is being processed.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose two interleaving prediction methods to strengthen the lossless data hiding technique based on the histogram. In our proposed interleaving prediction methods, in spite of the column type or the chessboard type, capacities and PSNR values show well. In our predictive methods, the number of created and used predictive error values, which is equal to the pixel number of the original image, is larger than that of Lin et al.'s method. Moreover, our methods use more pixels, such as two pixels or four pixels, to predict a pixel to obtain a more correct prediction. Experimental results show that our proposed schemes not only have larger capacity, but also keep the image quality better.
